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Editor's note:  The conference addressed a series of diverse topics:  Containership Utilization;
Port Operations Efficiency; the Movement of Cargo; the Use of GPS; The Application of CERCLA to
Ocean Shipping; and a final open forum where any topic pertinent to the subject of the conference was
open to discussion.  These notes do not duplicate information in the papers distributed at the
conference.  They reflect selected comments the authors made during their presentations and highlights
of the ensuing discussions.



CONTAINERSHIPS

Containership Capacity

The first paper in this session, by Thomas McCaffery and S. Lynn Walton, attempted to answer
the question: Does membership in a consortium reduce the amount of container capacity that goes
unused in the operators' ships?  Their analysis dealt with eastbound North Atlantic sailings during 1994
from U.S. Atlantic and Gulf ports to Northern European and Mediterranean ports.  It drew mainly from
the Port Import/Export Reporting Service ("PIERS") database, augmented by data from the Military
Sealift Command for U.S. Government cargoes, which PIERS does not include.  PIERS also does not
include data on the movement of empty containers.

Eastbound ships tend to be more heavily loaded than westbound ships, because their cargoes are
denser, and they tend to have to leave some container slots unused to avoid becoming overloaded.  The
fact that some empty containers must also be carried, because of the general imbalance in trade on the
routes and the need to reposition them, further confuses the data.  In addition, the actual capacities of
particular ships are often misstated.  For example, the authors estimate the U.S. Lines ECON ships to be
capable of carrying 3800 TEU, whereas the shipping registers show their capacity as 4200 TEU.  The
authors estimate that the average unusable capacity is about ten percent to Northern Europe and 17
percent to the Mediterranean.

The paper shows that, at least in these trades, participation in a consortium can reduce idle
capacity.  Some of the idle capacity reduction is due to better marketing to sell or lease empty space on
returning containers.  Even if the consortium leases the space for a reduced price above the cost of
moving the empty container, then the firms are reducing their costs, and increasing their profitability. 
Even within a consortium, different carriers can fare differently.  For example the Sealand/Maersk
consortium=s idle capacity is nearly zero.  Mr. Tim Colton of Colton & Company, asked whether these
results for Sea-Land/Maersk can be extrapolated to other U.S. companies.  The authors did not believe
that it was possible to extrapolate, although in general, they felt that those carriers belonging to major
consortia did better than others.  Mr. Colton then asked the authors whether the amount of idle capacity
varied with ship size.  The authors responded that it is not obvious from the data, however, closer
examination of the data could yield this information.

Professor Trevor Heaver of the University of British Columbia asked whether profitability was
higher in the eastbound or westbound direction.  The authors responded that although the ships were
fuller eastbound, the cargo was of lower value.  Therefore, westbound traffic with higher value cargoes,
was probably more profitable.  Mr. McCaffery speculated that eastbound flows were subsidized
somewhat by the need to reposition empty containers.  Mr. Carl Seiberlich, formerly of APL, currently
with the Transportation Research Board=s Intermodal Task Force, added the sea story about why APL
decided to sell a portion of its fleet operating in the Pacific to Matson.  Viewing a combination of both
APL and Matson=s cargo movement between Guam and the West Coast, 90 percent of eastbound cargo
on the route is APL's, while westbound, 90 percent of the cargo is Matson's.  Mr. Seiberlich also noted
that some ships already come into port less than fully loaded, because of draft restrictions, and that in
some ports, such as Oakland, it is due to inadequate dredging.

Conference participants discussed how consortia address the issue of multiple terminals in a



single port.  Can the intermodal infrastructure handle a cargo pulse out of multiple 6000 TEU ships
unloading all or a portion of their cargo at once?  The authors stated that the future looks like a muddy
crystal ball.  Questions were posed about port concentration, alignment of consortia and port facilities,
and the competition between close port authorities (facilities within a geographical area) for customers
and consortia.

Mr. Colton stated that container traffic will continue to grow, and asked whether that would lead
to greater concentration in certain ports and increased use of feeder services along the coasts of the
United States.  One current example is the barging of containers between New York and Boston.  Mr.
McCaffery responded that increased container traffic could actually result in greater container traffic via
road and rail.  Mr. Colton countered that the growth in container traffic coincided with growth in road
and rail traffic and congestion on major North/South arteries (e.g. I-95, CSX and other rail lines), as well
as congestion in the Northeast Corridor between New York and Boston, which suggests that waterborne
container feeder services may look increasingly attractive compared to other modes of transportation. 
Ms. Bautch, of the Maritime Administration ("MarAd"), stated that new rules and regulations on the
transportation of overweight containers over the road go into effect in September 1996.  The effect of
these rules could also increase container traffic (the same or increasing amounts of cargo would be
distributed among a greater number of  containers).  She concurred that coast-wise feeder services will
grow as long as cargo growth continues and traffic congestion remains. 

Mr. McCaffery stated that some shippers view transportation as a commodity, where a small
difference in rate matters a lot while other shippers view transportation as a service and will accept a rate
premium.  If the trans-Atlantic over-tonnage continues, consortium members will likely get more of the
service-sensitive industry while non-members will likely compete harder for the rate-sensitive side of the
business.

A discussion of the advent, use and subsequent demise of Integrated Tug Barges and their role in
moving containers ensued.  The tugs are not always able to operate when detached from the barge, and
the effort to attach or detach the barge from the tug is very complicated and time consuming.  ITBs were
really designed as a workaround of the U.S. Coast Guard manning requirements.  However, crew savings
are not as strong a factor now.  Mr. McCaffery said that an integrated tug barge can't compete with a
"real ship" if the "rule beating" factors are not present.  Mr. Colton believes that U.S. shipyards can
build competitive feeder ships without taking such short-cuts.  He suggested that even 28 knot ships
would operate profitably and competitively against road and rail on each coast, although the delays in
cargo handling could tend to undercut their attractiveness.

A question was asked concerning whether an independent operator could operate a 5,000-6,000
TEU ship profitably, or whether some sort of consortium or alliance is necessary to utilize such large
ships.  Mr. McCaffery responded that the largest independent operators, such as Evergreen Lines, could
probably operate these ships profitably, but that in general a consortium would be most likely to be able
to keep such a capacity fully employed.  Case by case, the top 5-10 operators could operate one or more
ships on their own, but only if some scraping occurred.

Prof. Heaver asked whether the results of the McCaffery and Walton paper can be extended to
other routes and other carriers.  The authors hesitated to extend the general applicability of this
particular study.  However, Mr. McCaffery stated that successful consortia tend to be made up of a few



large shipping firms such as the SeaLand-Maersk formation.  He also said that successful consortia have
their members committing resources, including financial capital, communication systems, and personnel,
to the team.  In other words, to be successful consortia must participate in sharing agreements not only
for operation of the ships themselves but also for use of landside infrastructure (such as port facilities,
inland transportation networks, marketing and sales offices).  Consortia with members that are equals in
quality, funding, and transportation capacity make for seamless organizations.  For example, SeaLand-
Maersk dropped the other three members of their consortium to increase efficiency. 



Containership Navigation and Tracking

The second paper in the meeting, by Jonathan Epstein, addressed the increasing use of the Global
Positioning System ("GPS") in commercial shipping and its associated legal and policy implications.  He
provided some background on the development of GPS, discussed some of the liability issues relating to
its use in navigational accidents, and discussed its future development and expanded maritime use.

Mr. Epstein noted that while GPS was developed for vehicle navigation, its accuracy makes it
useful for a variety of other purposes.  For example, the Port of Hamburg puts a GPS unit on each
container in the yards, to aid in tracking them.  Trucks on the interstates and tow boats on the
waterways use it, and planes and even missiles launched into Serbian Bosnia in 1995 were guided by
GPS.  In 1983, following the disaster where KAL 007 was shot down by the Soviet Union, President
Reagan ordered that GPS be made available for civilian purposes.  The units originally were large, but the
continuous improvement in electronic capabilities allows for very small hand-held devices.  GPS
equipment currently provides more accurate navigational capability than the equipment that was on U.S.
Navy ships ten years ago.

The U.S. Department of Defense ("DoD") degrades the accuracy of the GPS signal received by
civilian users.  Degradation in civilian-purchased equipment may be as much as 50 to 100 meters.  This
makes GPS difficult for terrorists or enemy systems to use, a policy known as "selective availability." 
However, techniques have been developed for augmenting that degraded accuracy to provide better
position information for various purposes.  The 100 meter accuracy of the degraded signal can be
improved to one to five meter accuracy by the Differential GPS ("DGPS") technique, which uses fixed
ground stations to provide calibration for a correction that is applied to the basic signal.  In local areas,
accuracy within centimeters can be achieved for surveying, air traffic control, and other tasks that require
extremely close position information.  However, on the negative side, GPS is vulnerable to interference
and jamming, even unintentionally, and could become unavailable when most needed.

Mr. Epstein then addressed the grounding of the cruise ship ROYAL MAJESTY.  The system
experienced a "silent failure," where no prominent warning was given that the ship was off course.  The
poor integration of the bridge equipment (location, installation, connections and overall system
integration and design) coupled with a faulty antenna connection sent a deficient signal to the navigation
equipment.  The watch officer never recognized the ship had drifted 17 miles off course, despite visual
cues and fathometer readings that must have indicated shallow water for some time before the grounding.
 Mr. Epstein observed that humans come to trust instruments and computers and neglect their own
capabilities.  The watch officer did not check the LORAN or any visual indicators such as buoys.  He
essentially had his head stuck in the GPS system, believing that it indicated the ship=s true position.

Some time was spent discussing the problems of operating with a one-man watch at night. 
Viewing the displays of certain electronic equipment because of their colors and arrangements can
degrade a person's night vision.  Cowls over the displays and outward sloped bridge windows help
alleviate this problem.  The marine industry has not kept pace with the safety-enhancing procedures of
the aviation industry.  At a recent National Transportation Safety Board conference, it was noted that
there is no marine equivalent to the aviation industry's failure modes and effects analysis, nor is there a
solid configuration control procedure for the modern systems on which ship safety can depend. 
However, the IMO is working to solve this problem. 



Many older ships have bridge systems made up of a diverse collection of equipment that
typically is not compatible.  It is commonplace for a component to be replaced by another that, while
being the nominal equivalent, contains a variety of small differences that may have a deleterious effect on
the overall operation of the bridge.   Electronic equipment tends to change frequently and in significant
ways, and it may actually be impossible to replace an old item with a new one that is compatible with
the rest of the bridge systems.  Sometimes equipment is obtained and installed in foreign ports where no
equivalent alternative is available.  Also, there is no common definition of an Aintegrated bridge
system.@  Det Norske Veritas does have a standard technical specification; however, this has not been
universally approved.  In addition, the author is unaware of any treaty law liability for systems
integrated with equipment made internationally.

Other problems are caused by the lack of current, available data for navigation. Over two-thirds
of our hydrographic data for coastal areas is very old and in many cases has not been updated since
World War II.  The data acquires a false semblance of currency and accuracy when it is presented in
modern-looking displays and charts.

The U.S. Coast Guard and the Federal Aviation Administration have worked to compensate for
DoD's degradation of civilian GPS.  The USCG and FAA have committed to provide the GPS service to
civilian users for ten years without charge.  Anyone in the world can use the system, and it would be
difficult to develop and implement a system to collect fees for using GPS.  Economics most likely will
prevent the development of a competitor to GPS; however, opportunities for development and
competition exist in the area of augmenting the accuracy of GPS.  A recent RAND Corporation study
concluded that it is in the national interest of the United States to provide a stable framework for
civilian/commercial use of GPS and to provide the service to all users at no charge.

J. Carey Filling asked if DoD's reluctance to provide better GPS information to users had to do
with liability considerations.  Mr. Epstein answered that the signal is not good enough for many uses,
even before it has been degraded.  Differential GPS compensates for the degradation, but it is provided
by the Coast Guard and could be discontinued in wartime.  DoD=s  main objection to civilian uses of
GPS has been its military utility to our potential adversaries.  There is no procedure for informing the
public when GPS is going off-line. 

The legal questions arising from the degradation and compensation of the GPS system are
numerous.  Currently no detailed failure mode analysis or configuration management controls (system
equipment interface) exist, and the electronic charts used in the system have been developed from out-of-
date charts and data.  The U.S. government=s legal departments need to work on the matter.  For
instance, the government may find itself named as a defendant in a negligence action if its decision to shut
the system down causes a serious accident.
 

Mr. Carl Seiberlich observed that when systems fail on a frequent basis, the crew know to remain
alert.  They learn and practice what to do in the event of a major failure.  Automation, coupled with a
high degree of reliability, has made problems infrequent.  Crew and operators don't learn or get the
requisite practice and thus can't respond effectively to failures when they occur.  In addition, electronic
systems often lack the means for human insertion of data, information, or reference points.  Mr.
McCaffery observed that we are effectively opening up a new area of liability -- the ship's master has to



be responsible for ensuring that the crew understands the systems, that they can operate and fix them,
and that they are capable of operating the ship without them.  Mr. Seiberlich added that all disasters
occur within a system because of decisions made by one or more individuals.  AYou need people
participation to have a disaster.@

The overall U.S. policy with regard to GPS is inconsistent.  The United States wants to have
GPS adopted internationally, but DoD fears that the system can be used against the United States and
its allies.  DoD consequently disagrees with the U.S. Coast Guard and the Federal Aviation
Administration over efforts to reduce inaccuracy via augmentation.  There is also no formal treaty to
provide GPS to overseas customers and allied armed forces.



PORTS

Professor Trevor Heaver, University of British Columbia, presented a paper on port terminal
gate management.  His paper was based on a study that focused mainly on the Port of Vancouver but has
broader application in understanding the inefficiencies occurring at the interfaces in logistic systems in
general and trucking congestion in container ports in particular.

Prof. Heaver stated his general observation that people tend to deal with their own immediate
problems rather than trying to understand the entire system within which their problems exist and
attempting to address their problems in the context of the overall system.  For example, he questioned
whether the operators acquiring 6000 TEU ships have fully considered the implications for port
capabilities to handle those ships, or the connections between the ports and the supporting inland
systems and infrastructure.

The ports of Vancouver are served by on-dock rail, although the locations inhibit its most
efficient use.  Fifty percent of the cargo leaves the terminal by rail, but Prof. Heaver lacks information
about where the cargo is heading when it leaves the port.

The Vancouver ports experience problems with truck congestion.  The gates are open only
between 7:00 AM and 5:00 PM.  Delays occur while trucks wait in lanes, and processing trucks at the
gate takes time.

Prof. Heaver presented figures showing the number of trucks per time period when the terminal
gates are open and showing the distribution of service times versus the number of trucks.  He found that
70 percent of the trucks make only one visit to the port per day.  Most trucks are empty one way (i.e., a
drop-off is not paired with a pick-up).  However, he believes that most of the trucks remain within the
area and could make more than one trip per day.  One hundred thirty-five trucking companies serve
Vancouver ports, but only 10 of these companies move 53 percent of the cargo.  He noted that paying
truckers by the load rather than by the hour can help ease delays somewhat, since that provides an
incentive for them to take advantage of any terminal efficiencies that may be achieved.

Prof. Heaver observed that port operators view ship operators as their customers rather than the
truckers.  Also, Vancouver and most other ports make no concessions to truck traffic on the roads. 
Truck traffic is treated the same as other traffic.  Improvements, such as special lanes for trucks on area
roads, can lower the trip time and may ease congestion at the port.  This could reduce roadway delays
significantly, since most freight forwarders are located away from the port in lower-cost areas, and
lengthy drives to the port are normal.  The port of Hong Kong has a fee schedule that varies according to
the amount of business a company does with it, which encourages fragmentation in the business and
more efficient use of each truck.  Other ports, such as Singapore, use a "vehicle booking system" that can
help smooth out the numbers of trucks over time.  Broader and more effective use of electronic data
interchange ("EDI") can help greatly to reduce truck delay time at the terminal gate.

Port operators do not provide leadership in analyzing and solving problems.  If the terminals are
publicly owned, the terminal operators lack economic incentives to improve performance.  Little interest
is seen in "managerial information exchange" among shippers, truckers and port operators.  Most
individual participants lack a true systems perspective, and they focus on their own narrow problems. 



Congestion at the gate may be just a symptom of the underlying problem.  Prof. Heaver suspects that
shippers and forwarders could have the largest impact in relieving truck congestion rather than the
truckers themselves.  For example, freight forwarders tend to locate their operations away from the port
in order to reduce costs.  This means that cargo has to be shuttled between the forwarding facility and
the port.

Ms. Bautch noted that ports in the United States tend to be publicly owned and are seen as
agents of economic development, rather than simply as cargo transfer locations.  She said that Base
Realignment and Closing ("BRAC") legislation gives government entities priority in acquiring Navy
facilities that are being closed, which can inhibit their being used efficiently and economically.  Mr.
Colton stated that only the port of Long Beach is really going commercial, and it won't be operated as a
port.  The new operators desire to pave it over for container operations.  Many ports, especially in
developed countries, face labor union problems when attempting to make changes.  The work rules in
Vancouver, for example, limit use of a crane operator to operating cranes; whereas, in the Netherlands,
one person can do several jobs depending on the needs of the port at the time.  This may help to ease
congestion by assuring that workers are utilized efficiently within the port area.

Figure 3 of the paper revealed that the number of trucks per hour remains fairly level for most of
the day, while the service time per truck declines steadily throughout the day.  The comment was made
that the longer time required per container early in the day could reflect the handling of import
containers, while containers for export predominate in the afternoon. Ships with import containers can
arrive after the terminal gate has closed for the day, whereas export containers can only arrive after the
gate has opened in the morning.



CARGO

Moving Cargo within the Total Transportation System

Carl Seiberlich showed a series of slides and viewgraphs on the theme "The Total Transportation
System."  His presentation mainly reflected developments at American President Lines, where he
worked until his recent retirement.  He is now Co-Chair of the Intermodal Task Force of the National
Research Board.

Mr. Seiberlich began by stating that the single most important element in an aircraft carrier is not
aircraft or avionics, it is steam, since steam is absolutely essential to every aspect of the ship's
performance.  He said that, similarly, it is the customer that is the most important element in an
intermodal system, and whether that intermodal system produces value for the customer's bottom line. 
He stated that the transportation system is highly structured, so it takes a long time to implement any
change to the system.  He stressed that with the intermodal system, we should place the emphasis on
system, rather than on mode.  Relating it to a network, he said it should be seen as a process, not as an
event.

American President Lines began operating in 1848, with a service between east and west coasts
of the United States via Cape Horn.  The route was 17,600 miles one way and took 98 days.  Nineteen
percent of the ships foundered.  Seiberlich compared the modern C-9 now operated by APL with the
Liberty ships operating a few decades ago.  One C-9 can carry the same cargo as 20 Liberty ships, over
the course of a year.

In addition to cargo itself, customers of transportation services need information about the cargo.
 However, no one needs continuous information, and it is more economical simply to provide exception
information, dealing with what is not proceeding according to plan or schedule.

Much has been said about the convertible chassis.  The convertible chassis does allow the chassis
to accommodate various sizes of containers.  The chassis weighs 1,500 lb. more than a large non-
convertible chassis, and therefore represents a weight penalty that may limit the amount of paying cargo
that can be carried.  By limiting the number of convertible chassis in the fleet, the fleet can remain flexible
but improve the bottom line.

Mr. Seiberlich talked about the decision to construct APL's C-10 containerships in Germany. 
Apparently, those ships, which required approximately 900,000 manhours to build in Germany, would
have required 2,389,000 manhours to build at Avondale.  In 1981, the slot cost per 40-ft container was
14 cents per mile.  The C-10 has reduced the slot cost to 3.8 cents per mile.  The reduction in slot cost
was largely due to use of the low-speed diesel on those ships. 

APL handles 26-27 containers per hour per ship, which gives an in-port turn-around time of
between 19 and 20 hours.  To achieve this rate, containers must be sequenced with destination off-
loading in mind.  He compared Navy cargo loading to modern commercial cargo loading, noting the
Navy's much longer times, much lower tons per hour, and much larger dock gangs.

The new APL terminal in Los Angeles has on-dock rail to speed operations.  The goal was to



move double the amount of cargo on the same real estate.  Double-stacked trains are an element of that. 
The height of double-stacked trains is kept less than 20 feet, so they can pass under bridges and
overpasses.  APL considers that trucks can efficiently carry cargo within a radius of between 350 and
500 miles from the terminal, whereas double-stack trains are appropriate when the range exceeds 1,100
miles or more from the terminal.

Using a computerized loading system allows a ship to carry additional thousands of tons of
cargo, because it makes it possible to know the cargo weight very precisely, relative to the ship's cargo
weight limit.  A computerized loading system also allows cargo to be positioned so as to control the
overall center of gravity of the cargo.  Fuel oil is included in the loading calculations.

APL utilizes on-container tags that identify the container in great detail, but not its contents. 
Data about the contents of the container are stored on a separate data base.  In contrast, DoD programs
the contents of the container on the tag.  Seiberlich believes this is a bad idea, since the container contents
can change quickly and frequently.

The office of the Secretary of Defense recently gave the U.S. Transportation Command
("USTRANSCOM") cognizance over military transport in peacetime as well as in war time.  Mr.
Seiberlich stated that USTRANSCOM is working on every problem APL encountered in Desert
Shield/Desert Storm, which shows their commitment to improving their operations.  One of the slides
showed a HMMWV going into a container.  Larger vehicles could also be loaded on flatracks.  Flatracks
are replacing sea sheds as a method of carrying unit equipment.  Placing a number of flatracks side by
side to form a deck allows oversize cargo to be loaded.  S. Lynn Walton explained why sea sheds were
acquired.  They were easier to open up to get to the cargo below.  However, the weight penalty
associated with using sea sheds (75 tons for each sea shed) cut too much into the cargo carrying capacity
of the ships, and the program was terminated. 

Mr. Seiberlich believes that there is great opportunity for transferring technology between the
military and the commercial worlds.  He has an idea for Aleveraged research partnerships@ and wants to
set up a system for sharing information and a process for education among these the participants.

APL used to have a traffic and cargo management and communications center located in Hong
Kong.  With the increased capabilities in satellite communications and computing, APL decided to
relocate that center to Sacramento, closer to the corporate headquarters.  The customers, anywhere in the
world, can not tell the difference, because of satellite communications.  APL is also in the process of
reorganizing.  It has sold its trucking component to Burlington, its container component to Hub, its new
ships to a lessor.  APL wants to get out of equipment operations and focus on transportation services. 
Someone made the point that, without antitrust constraints, there would be no U.S. flag shipping.



Cargo Liability

The second paper in the afternoon, presented by Tom Lorenzen and Jennifer Zeien, Attorney,
Fort & Schlefer, considered the application of the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation and Liability Act ("CERCLA"), commonly known as the Superfund Law, to ocean
shipping.  CERCLA deals with releases of hazardous substances except petroleum (which is covered by
OPA 90).  CERCLA has always been applied to hazardous substances on land, but a recent case now
applies this law to releases of hazardous substances in waters under U.S. jurisdiction.  CERCLA applies
within the exclusive economic zone of 200 miles or to the edge of the outer continental shelf.

Tim Colton asked who determines the reasonableness of the costs assessed for the damage.  Mr.
Lorenzen answered that the government determines reasonableness, and basically any cost is reasonable -
- even the cost of bookshelves in offices set up to oversee a clean up.

No actual damage is needed to implicate CERCLA, a release or threatened release is sufficient. 
The costs assessed are response costs, which may or may not include the clean up of damages to the
environment.  Response is triggered by and predicated on the potential for damage to the environment.



FORUM DISCUSSION

Tim Colton related that a 750,000 TEU per year transshipment terminals is being built in
Freeport, Bahamas.  The terminal is in search of "small" ships that now operate between Miami and
South America, of which there are some 150.

Mr. Colton suggested that a government facilitator is needed to get the intermodal system
developed.  No one would be injured by such a development.  It would benefit shippers, shipbuilders,
labor, and even the road, rail, and air transport industries.

Mr. Dave Helgerson, Advanced Marine Enterprises, suggested that highway funds could be used
to finance coastwise transportation by sea, since it would reduce pressure and reduce costs on the roads.
 Mr. David Amble, Booz$Allen & Hamilton, countered that that would be difficult to do, considering the
political games going on in the Congressional Transportation Committees to get the trust funds created
to build roads off the budget books.  The chairman of the House Transportation Committee is a big
supporter of the road and trucking industry, and it would be hard to pass a bill to take money away from
the truckers and give it to the ocean shipping industry.

Prof. Heaver said that the Canadian government is currently reducing subsidies to marine
industries.  It is, for example, placing responsibility for dredging on the individual ports which reduces
subsidies to some and penalties to others and may cause some ports to go out of business.

Mr. Helgerson asked if anyone moves containers directly from one ship to another, rather than
unloading a feeder ship to a land-based facility before they are loaded aboard a larger container ship. 
Similarly, does anyone drop boxes directly from a containership onto rail cars?  These questions were
answered in the affirmative.

The comment was made that an efficiently run port provides fewer jobs, and therefore, does not
look as attractive from the perspective of the local community.  Mr. Bill Hockberger noted that other
employment opportunities in related business will develop and will increase the value of an efficiently-
run port within the community:  freight forwarders, shippers, ship repair, rail facilities, warehouses, etc.
 This was tried in Spain and did not work.

Mr. Colton said that we need a Merchant Marine Reserve analogous to the reserves of the
military services.  These reserves would train each year on their designated ships and meet regularly to
maintain their knowledge.  He also suggested that the reserve ships be maintained by the same shipyards
that would be required to activate them in time of national emergency.  Mr. Colton believes that MarAd
should be the advocate for such a program.  Mr. Paul Mentz, MarAd, observed that government
employees come into jobs with many constraints placed on them.  Mr. Colton pointed to the need to get
all interested parties (government agencies, APA, shippers, etc.) together to discuss policy and industry
changes for intermodalism.  Mr. Hockberger asked why the Intermodal Surface Transportation
Efficiency Act ("ISTEA") hadn't accomplished that.  Mr. Mentz responded that ISTEA has a local
rather than a national focus.


